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Areas 
of 

Service

1. BASIX Certificate: Leveraging years of expertise, 
we provide BASIX certificates that meet evolving regulatory 
requirements, ensuring tailored solutions that match your 
project’s unique needs.

2. NatHERS Thermal Comfort Modeling: Utilizing the 
latest in thermal modeling technology, our team offers cost-
effective solutions that focus on achieving optimal thermal 
comfort and energy efficiency.

3. BCA Section J Compliance Reports: We deliver 
detailed, robust compliance reports, drawing on daily 
assessments to ensure your projects adhere to all building codes 
and regulations.

4. JV3 Alternative Verification Solution: For complex cases, 
our advanced JV3 modeling provides an innovative path to 
compliance, ensuring project continuity even under stringent 
conditions.

5. NABERS Rating: Our streamlined process guides you 
to a successful NABERS rating, enhancing your building’s 
sustainability credentials.

6. EnergyPlus Building Energy Modeling: Employing 
advanced simulation tools, we provide cutting-edge energy 
modeling services that cater to specific regulatory and 
sustainability goals.

7. Embedded Emissions Analysis: Our new 
service focuses on reducing embedded emissions through 
comprehensive analysis of materials and construction processes, 
emphasizing sustainability from the ground up.

Comprehensive Energy Efficiency 
and Sustainability Services

At Eco Certificates Pty Ltd, we are 
dedicated to helping you meet 
and exceed energy efficiency 

and sustainability standards. Our 
services encompass a full spectrum 

of solutions designed to optimize 
building performance and 

compliance:



Our 
Team

Manuel Basiri
 Founder and Director - DMN Accredited Assessor, 
MIEAust - AACS, Specialist in BCA Section J and JV3 
consulting.

Sim Singh Nanda
Technical Assistant - Expert in BCA Section J, Speckel 
Modeling, and Contract Coordination.

Grace Colville 
Technical Assistant - Skilled NatHERS Thermal Modeler 
and BASIX Consultant, adept in contract coordination.

Gemma
Business Management Software - Leads our project 
management, communications, and accounting systems.

Amir Gomrokchi
Technical Consultant - Specializes in BCA Section J/
BASIX Consulting, Speckel/HERO/Design Builder, and 
Thermodynamic Energy Modeling.

Expertise and Excellence in Every 
Interaction

Our team at Eco Certificates Pty Ltd 
brings together diverse expertise and a 
commitment to excellence:



Contact 
us

Office | Suite G.03, 23 Ryde Road, Pymble NSW 2073

Postal | PO Box 5172 South Turramurra NSW 2074

1300 16 24 36  |   info@ecocertificates.com.au 

ecocertificates.com.au

For more information on our 
services or to schedule a 
consultation, please reach out to 
us through any of the following 
channels:

We are here to assist you with any 
inquiries and look forward to supporting 
your next project with our expertise.

http://info@ecocertificates.com.au 
http://ecocertificates.com.au

